
CLIMATE
 COLLECTION



“ There is no such thing  
as bad weather when you 
wear the right clothes. ”
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CONTROL YOUR 

CLIMATE
VERSATILE OUTERWEAR FOR 

UNPREDICTABLE CONDITIONS 

The climate collection features versatile outerwear designed for 

multi-season use in varying climates and weather conditions. Both  

useful and fashionable, these transitional layers are crafted with  

comfortable fabrics, quality construction, and timeless styling. 

Give your brand logogevity™ when you customize these high-value  

jackets and vests for uniforms, client gifts, or employee appreciation.  

We offer a variety of in-house decoration techniques including  

embroidery, laser tech patches, screen printing and more.  

Recommended decoration for each style can be found throughout  

the collection. See pgs. 32-33 for the complete list of options.  

view collection online
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http://www.vantageapparel.com
https://vantageapparel.com/c/climate-collection-outerwear


PACKABLE
ZOCKET™

rain drops bead and roll off fabric  

 

jacket packs into self-pouch  

for on-the-go convenience

functional secure pocket  

hides embroidery backing

WATER  
REPELLENT
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lofty, high pile fabric as cozy  

as your favorite teddy bear

stitching attractively holds insulation  

in place for increased durability 

lightweight, compressible fill  

offers warmth without weight 

 extra comfort plus garment durability 

fabric stretches and recovers 

THERMO 
INSULATING

SHERPA 
FABRIC

4-WAY 
STRETCH

QUILTED
FABRIC
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COMPLETE RAIN 
AND WEATHER 
PROTECTION 

HEAVY 
RAIN

WATER  
REPELLENT

4-WAY 
STRETCH

WIND  
RESISTANT

PACKABLE

Black Royal Red

ZOCKET™

Pack & Stash
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• Waterproof design

• Breathable construction

• Stretchable fabric

• Packable

NEWPORT JACKET  

The ultimate rain jacket is waterproof, windproof,  
and has plenty of stretch for ease of movement.  
92% polyester/8% spandex waterproof body fabric  
with breathable TPU membrane and mesh lining.

DECORATION: EMB (Waterproof feature  
may be compromised at embroidery)   

7370 M | S-5XL | $63.98

7371 W | XS-3XL | $63.98  

Orange Yellow
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https://vantageapparel.com/p/Water-proofwindbreakerpacksintoitsownpocket
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THE ANORAK 
REIMAGINED

“Softer than  
I expected!”
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Hidden microfiber cleaning 

cloth at inner hip

Denim

Charcoal

Heathered, poplin fabric  

stretches for comfort and  

ease of movement. 

PULLOVER STRETCH ANORAK 

A lightweight, pliant, and protective Anorak that’s 
perfect for transitional weather and outdoor events.  
95% polyester/5% spandex, heather poplin with  
water-repellent finish.

DECORATION: EMB, LA, TP, HT, DMT, SP

6105 M | S-5XL | $48.98

6106 W | XS-3XL | $48.98     

WATER  
REPELLENT

WIND  
RESISTANT

4-WAY 
STRETCH

LIGHT RAIN
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WORK OUTSIDE? 
THIS CLUB’S FOR YOU
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Dark Grey with Grey

Dark Grey with Citron

Black with Dark Grey

Navy with Grey

Dark Grey with Sport Red

Black with Royal

CLUB JACKET  

Contrasting elements give the Club wind  
jacket an urban edge. 100% polyester,  
micro-poplin, water-repellent finish.

DECORATION: EMB, SQ, LA, TP, HT, DMT

7162 M | S-3XL* | $47.98

7163 W | XS-3XL | $47.98

*4XL and 5XL available in Black with Dark Grey,  
Navy with Grey and Dark Grey with Grey

WATER  
REPELLENT

WIND  
RESISTANT

LIGHT RAIN

ZOCKET™

PACKABLE
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https://vantageapparel.com/p/water-repellent-packable-mens-wind-jacket
https://vimeo.com/vantageapparel/review/398082795/9ca51ed401
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JUST UNTIL 
THE CHILL 
WEARS OFF
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GREG NORMAN STRETCH WINDBREAKER VEST 

A warm weather solution to wind and rain, this full-zip  
vest won’t restrict play. 88% polyester/12% spandex.

DECORATION: EMB

GNS0V055 M | S-3XL | $79.90

WNS0J360 W | S-3XL | $79.90

WATER  
REPELLENT

WIND  
RESISTANT

TRANSITIONAL

Black

4-WAY 
STRETCH
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https://vantageapparel.com/p/greg-norman-mens-outerwear-vest-full-zip-rain
https://vimeo.com/vantageapparel/review/398069410/9fd6cdcccb
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Black Heather

LIGHTWEIGHT 
LAYERS WITH 
MAXIMUM 
MOBILITY 

Navy Heather

WATER  
REPELLENT

4-WAY 
STRETCH

WIND  
RESISTANT

TRANSITIONAL
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Bad weather 
always looks  

worse through 
a window.     

“

”

Swing away! 4-way  

stretch won’t interfere

with your play.

GREG NORMAN STRETCH WINDBREAKER

A year-round essential for wind and rain  
protection. 93% polyester/7% spandex.

DECORATION: EMB

GNS8J049 M | S-3XL | $69.90

WNS8J050 W | S-3XL | $69.90
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https://vantageapparel.com/p/greg-norman-mens-wind-breaker-golf-jacket
https://vantageapparel.com/c/climate-collection-outerwear


BUILDING A 
BETTER FUTURE 
TOGETHER

BE 1% BETTER  

Put simply, 1% for the Planet brings people together  

to take action in the protection and restoration of the  

Earth and increase smart environmental giving. As part  

of our commitment to operate in a responsible and  

sustainable manner, Vantage has pledged to donate  

a portion of sales from the Earthwise Collection and  

new Denali Sherpa Jacket to nonprofit organizations  

focused on environmental causes. 
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Good for the planet is  
good for business, too. 
Today, consumers are finding their 1%. They are demanding 

more from brands, and choosing a product with a giveback 

component is a powerful statement. It showcases a brand’s 

values and commitment to a better, more sustainable future.  

In fact, according to a 2015 Cone Communications Millennial 

CSR Study, “more than 9-in-10 millennials would switch  

brands to one associated with a cause.”

A commitment to sustainability not only speaks volumes to 

consumers but to employees, too. Surprisingly, only 40% of 

the workforce knows about their company’s goals, strategies 

and tactics (Source: Bain.com). More and more, workers are 

making employment decisions based on how aligned their  

values are with their prospective place of employment.  

Keeping the mission in front of them will keep them  

engaged in the future of the company.  

All Vantage items that include a donation to environmental 

non-profits ship to the recipient with a hangtag informing 

them of this feel-good factor. In addition to the Denali Sherpa 

Jacket, we donate 1% of sales from our Earthwise polos,  

shirts and hoodies. These items, which can be found online, 

are made with Repreve® premium recycled polyester and  

help keep plastic bottles from polluting our oceans. 

For more information on the global movement 

and Vantage’s sustainability efforts, visit 

vantageapparel.com/earthwise

Did you know?
• 66% of people (and 73% of Millennials) say they’re willing  

 to pay more for products and services from companies  

 committed to positive social and environmental impact. 

• 91% of global citizens are interested in hearing about  

 corporate social responsibility initiatives, but messages  

 must be honest and clear. 

• Consumers trust companies’ environmental claims more  

 when backed up by certification marks and ingredients  

 were responsibly sourced. 
 *Sources: Nielsen Global Sustainability Report 2015;  

 2013 Cone Communications/Echo Global CSR Study

3180/3181 pg 18

8060

8065

8063

Earthwise Collection onlineFor more info, see the
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SUPER-COMFY, 
SHERPA FLEECE 
OUTERWEAR

DENALI JACKET  

Comfy, Sherpa fleece jacket is engineered  
with solid woven blocking at the most popular 

logo zones. 100% polyester fleece, 7 oz.,  
inner storm flap with chin guard.

DECORATION: EMB, LA, TP

3180 M | S-5XL | $73.98

3181 W | XS-3XL | $73.98

ADDED
WARMTH

SHERPA
FABRIC

ZOCKET™

Natural  
Black

Natural Navy
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Dark 
Grey

Navy

Black

STRIPE KNIT BEANIE  

Our “edgy” beanie cap features fashion stripe detail  
and a longer length for slouchier style or fold-over 
options. 60% cotton/40% acrylic, 10 oz., jersey knit.

DECORATION: EMB, LA, TP

0181 | One Size | $8.98

Beanie: a.k.a Toque,  
Knit Cap, Skully 

WIND  
RESISTANT

An extremely portable solution  

for keeping your head warm. 

PROMOTE YOUR PASSION 
Branding a product that gives back to the  

environment is a positive statement in itself.  

Now, you can take it to higher level with  

additional customization to reinforce  

your mission. 

Patented Zocket™ technology creates  

a dual-purpose zipped pocket and inside  

embroidery zone. Use this area for more 

discreet placements including brand values, 

monograms, or commemorative events.  

 

1% of item sales 
will be donated

to nonprofits
committed to 
environmental

causes 

“Paddle it forward” inside embroidery
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https://vantageapparel.com/p/beanie-knit-hat-with-stripe
https://vimeo.com/398259276/30354bfff0
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67% of U.S. consumers own 
promotional outerwear.

Promotional outerwear is 
kept longer than any other 
promotional apparel.

“

“

”

”

ASI Study

ASI Study
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Cooler temps call for added layers. Cut the chill and  

lock in warmth with versatile bonded outerwear. The  

durable bonded poplin is designed with the outdoors  

in mind. It’s water repellent and wind resistant fabric  

will keep you warm and dry while its 4-way stretch  

provides optimal mobility. Allow the proven success  

of versatile outerwear to elevate your brand to the  

next level.

STYLISH TO 
THE CORE

BLK

NVY

DGY

QUEST BONDED VEST 

The versatile Quest does active when layered over a performance 
pullover or tech tee and casual when paired with a dressier 
button-down shirt. 94% polyester/6% spandex, bonded poplin 
with grey Vantek™ fleece inner layer.

DECORATION: EMB, LA, SP, HT DMT, TP, LE  
(LE not recommended on BLK, NVY)

7315 M | S-3XL | $61.98

7316 W | XS-3XL | $61.98

ADDED
WARMTH

WATER  
REPELLENT

WIND  
RESISTANT ZOCKET™

BLK

NVY

DGY
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https://vantageapparel.com/p/weather-repellent-mens-vest-quest-bonded
https://vantageapparel.com/c/climate-collection-outerwear


ENGINEERED WITH 
4-WAY STRETCH FOR 
OPTIMAL MOBILITY 
TURIN JACKET  
Take control of your surroundings in a sophisticated 
and streamlined outer layer. 100% polyester engineered 
stretch bonded woven with brushed back,  
water-repellent membrane.

DECORATION: EMB, HT, DMT, SP, LA, TP  

7355 M | S-5XL | $64.98

7356 W | XS-3XL | $64.98

4-WAY 
STRETCH

WATER  
REPELLENT

ADDED
WARMTH

TRANSITIONAL
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ENGINEERED WITH 
4-WAY STRETCH FOR 
OPTIMAL MOBILITY 

LASER
TECH 
PATCHES
Unlock the power of subtle branding with  

laser tech patches. Great for outerwear,  

tech patches are a contemporary branding  

option that uses laser technology to achieve  

an upscale tonal look. Tech patches flex with  

the garment material and can be designed  

in a variety of simple shapes and colors.

Black
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“
Promotional 

outerwear generates 
6000 impressions
over its lifetime.

ASI Study

”
VERSATILE OUTERWEAR  
FOR A MODERN WORLD

Today’s active lifestyle demands transitional styles that can be  

worn all day and for multiple uses. From casual to sophisticated,  

streetwear to studio, these “do-it-all” items won’t miss a beat.  
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Accessories not sold.
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LAYER IT UP 

QUILTED
FABRIC

THERMO 
INSULATING

WATER  
REPELLENT ZOCKET™PACKABLE

It’s cold, it’s warm, it’s hot, it’s rainy! When it comes  

to unpredictable weather, it’s always beneficial to have  

an extra layer on hand. Our versatile outerwear works  

as a fashionable yet functional layer that unpacks for  

instant protection from the elements. From sunrise to  

sunset, our functional outerwear will help your team  

power through whatever the day may bring.
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Black OnyxNavy

EVERETT JACKET 

Jet about town in a convenient layer that’s 
high on style and fast with function. 100% 
polyester mini ripstop diamond quilted body.

DECORATION: EMB, LA, TP

7322 M | S-5XL | $69.98

7323 W | XS-3XL | $69.98

Unfold the benefits  
of packable outerwear
Convenience is key! Our packable outerwear offers  

on-the-go convenience for dedicated staff members 

that are ready to work come rain or shine. The patented 

Zocket™ allows you to compress and fold the jacket into 

a compact self-pouch, taking up minimal space. Easily 

stash the extra layer in a glove compartment or  

backpack to ensure that your team never leaves  

the house unprepared.
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Looking good in the neighborhood

Satellite Affordable Housing Associates (SAHA) in Berkeley, CA  

has a mission to provide quality affordable homes and services  

that empower people and strengthen neighborhoods. 

Pictured above, team members show a unified look doesn’t have  

to hide individual style in a mix of the Apex and Quest Vests (p. 21).

Black Onyx
A VESTED 
INTEREST
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WARMTH 
WITHOUT 
WEIGHT 

 Black Onyx White w/Grey  
Zippers & Bindings

Grey w/White Zippers

APEX COMPRESSIBLE QUILTED VEST 

Highly-thermal and highly-fashionable layering  
piece packs into its own pocket for on-the-go 
convenience. 100% polyester, mini rip-stop  
quilted body.

DECORATION: EMB, LA, TP

7325 M | S-3XL | $61.98

7326 W | XS-3XL | $61.98

WATER  
REPELLENT

WIND  
RESISTANT

PACKABLE

THERMO 
INSULATING

ZOCKET™

QUILTED
FABRIC
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MIXED MEDIA 
OUTERWEAR
MODERN STYLING,  
FUNCTIONAL DETAILS 

Contemporary styled jacket mixes bonded  

fabric with strategically placed sweater-fleece  

at sleeves and side blocks for comfort and  

warmth that doesn’t restrict movement. 

SOHO JACKET 

City chic meets cabin cozy. 95% polyester/5% spandex  
bonded poplin with Vantek™ fleece body with water-repellent 
breathable membrane, blocked with 100% polyester sweater  
fleece at sleeves. Women’s style features a hood.

DECORATION: EMB, SQ, LA, TP, HT, DMT, SP (HT, DMT  
and SP recommended on bonded fabric only

7317 M | S-3XL | $71.98

7318 W | XS-3XL | $71.98

WATER  
REPELLENT

WIND  
RESISTANT

ADDED
WARMTH
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GIVE YOUR BRAND

LOGOGEVITY™

EMBROIDERY

Our most popular decoration type,  

embroidery is an upscale, classic,  

and professional choice. Orders  

start at just one piece! 

embroidery [EMB]   laser appliqué [LA]   laser etching [LE]   laser tech patches [TP] 

screen printing [SP]   die-mold transfers [DMT]   heat transfers [HT] 

DIE MOLD TRANSFERS

An upscale option for adding texture and 

dimension to your logo. Die-mold transfers 

have a 300 piece minimum to order and 

can be applied in small batches. 

Timeless style, quality that lasts, and award-winning decoration combine  

to create a sustaining brand benefit we call, Logogevity™. You can achieve  

Logogevity™ with one of the creative embellishment techniques pictured  

here, or any of our in-house deco methods.
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TECH PATCHES

LASER APPLIQUÉ PATCHES

We combine embroidery with applique  

material to create this on-trend decoration  

option. Twill and felt work best on  

outerwear garments. 

Great on outerwear, tech patches have  

a tonal logo etched onto a simple-shaped 

foam patch.

Laser Appliqué Stock Material & Colors

Cotton Rib Appliqué Colors Tech Appliqué Colors

OrangeBrownGrey Yellow Pink

NavyBlack White Red Royal Forest

Felt Appliqué Colors

EggshellGoldDeep 
Purple

Silver 
Grey

Red

BlackBurgundy White Navy Orange French 
Blue

Deep 
Maroon

Vegas 
Gold

SandDark Heather 
Grey

Pink Purple

NavyBlack White Red Lt. Royal Orange

Twill Appliqué Colors

Maize Royal Dark  
Green

Silver 
Sparkle

Red Kelly Vegas 
Gold

Deep 
Maroon

Berry Pink

Camouflage Columbia 
Blue

White Purple Burgundy OrangeBlack Navy Gold Pink Grey Citron
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